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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. What is the result of the SPAN configuration on a Cisco switch?
A. Configure a SPAN session to monitor the received traffic on interface g0/4 only for VLAN 3.
B. Configure a SPAN session to monitor the received traffic on interface g0/4 for all VLANs
except VLAN 3.
C. Configure a SPAN session to monitor the received traffic on interface g0/5 for all VLANs
except VLAN 3.
D. Configure a SPAN session to monitor the received traffic on interface g0/5 only for VLAN 3.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which indicator determines whether summarization is executed on the basis of classification or
master
data characteristics; in a network profile?
Please choose the correct answer.
A. Project summarization indicator
B. Proj.summ.master data indicator
C. Version profile indicator
D. Capacity requirement indicator
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two network configuration protocols use XML as a data representation format? (Choose
two.)
A. TOSCA
B. NETCONF
C. RESTCONF
D. SNMP
E. CORBA
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
Data modeling language for the definition of data sent over the NETCONF network
configuration protocol.
Many network management protocols have associated data modeling languages. The first
widely deployed Internet standard for network management was the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP).
Reference:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YANG

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are assigned to assist with the search and seizure of several computers. The magistrate
ordered that the computers cannot be seized unless they are found to contain any one of ten
previously identified images. You currently have the ten images in JPG format. Using the
EnCase methodology, how would you best handle this situation?
A. UseFastBloc or a network/parallel port cable to preview the hard drives. Go to the Gallery
view and search for the previously identified images.
B. UseFastBloc or a network/parallel port cable to acquire forensic images of the hard drives,
then search the evidence files for the previously identified images.
C. UseFastBloc or a network/parallel port cable to preview the hard drives. Conduct a hash
analysis of the files on the hard drives, using a hash library containing the hash values of the
previously identified images.
D. Use an EnCase DOS boot disk to conduct a text search for child porn. Use an EnCase DOS
boot disk to conduct a text search for child porn?
Answer: C
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